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Abstract. While most scientific workflows systems are based on dataflow, some
amount of control-flow modeling is often necessary for engineering fault-tolerant,
robust, and adaptive workflows. However, control-flow modeling within dataflow
often results in workflow specifications that are hard to comprehend, reuse, and
maintain. We describe new modeling constructs to address these issues that pro-
vide a structured approach for modeling control-flow within scientific workflows,
and discuss their implementation within the Kepler scientific workflow system.

1 Introduction

Scientific workflow systems aim to provide end-to-end frameworks for automating and
simplifying data processing tasks. These tasks often include data acquisition, trans-
formation, integration, analysis, and visualization. Many existing scientific workflow
systems (e.g., KEPLER [1], Taverna [2], and SCIRun [3]) are based on dataflow mod-
els of computation [4], where individual components (actors in KEPLER) are loosely
coupled, communicate via streams of data objects, and are scheduled by the workflow
system according to dataflow dependencies. An advantage of this approach is that ac-
tors, which may be native to the system or wrap external software components such
as web services, scripts, or external applications, can become reusable components for
use within multiple workflows. Because of the emphasis on data dependencies, these
systems also provide a simple and intuitive model for scientific workflow designers [5].

However, while dataflow has become a standard model of computation in scien-
tific workflow systems, control-flow modeling is often necessary for engineering fault-
tolerant, robust, and adaptive workflows. Without mechanisms to control the scheduling
and execution of actors, otherwise simple workflows quickly become hard to compre-
hend, reuse, and maintain. In KEPLER, e.g., special-purpose control-flow actors are of-
ten introduced into workflows for this purpose, which often lead to complex workflows
with many of the above problems (e.g., see Figure 1).

This paper describes a structured approach for introducing control-flow into
dataflow-oriented scientific workflows. This work is based on our experiences devel-
oping workflows for a range of domains, including astrophysics, environmental mon-
itoring, phylogenetics, and bioinformatics. These workflows typically involve generic
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Fig. 1. Control-flow intensive workflow in KEPLER. “Retry,” a composite actor for fault-tolerant
data transfer (top), contains a subworkflow (bottom), which itself contains a “ConditionalLoop”
subworkflow (not shown). Complex feedback loops and low-level actors demonstrate complexity
of modeling control-flow using dataflow constructs.

processing steps related to submitting and running external jobs, transferring and pro-
cessing data, and visualizing results. Each generic processing step typically has many
different concrete implementations, where the desired implementation depends on the
data input to the workflow, on the type of analysis being performed, or even on the state
of the workflow environment at the time of execution.

Our approach is based on workflow frames and templates [6], which provide an
abstraction for modeling control-flow issues surrounding the selection of concrete actor
implementations among multiple alternatives. An advantage of our approach is that
dataflow remains the primary model of scientific workflows, while allowing complex
control-flow specifications to be embedded as subtasks or wrappers around existing
actors. We also present an approach (extending [6]) in which the complete specification
of frames is determined at workflow execution time through dynamic embedding.

2 The KEPLER Scientific Workflow System

KEPLER provides support for designing and executing scientific workflows. KEPLER

workflows are created by selecting actors and wiring them together on a design can-
vas to form the desired workflow graph (Figure 1). Actors have input and output ports
for communicating with other actors. Data from one actor is streamed asynchronously
to another actor via data tokens. Composite actors encapsulate subworkflows, e.g., al-
lowing one workflow to be reused in another. Actors typically have parameter ports
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for configuring default behavior. The overall execution of a workflow is not defined by
actors within KEPLER, but is factored out into a separate component called a director
[7]. Thus, different execution models may be used for a workflow, where a different
director may be used at different hierarchical composition levels.

The primary mechanisms currently provided by KEPLER for managing control-flow
include: (a) allowing actors to have multiple ports, which provides a mechanism for
passing control-tokens between actors; (b) low-level and specialized actors for han-
dling control tasks, e.g., to disassemble and reassemble complex data types (such as
records), and “Boolean-switch” actors to fork token streams; and (c) allowing com-
plex workflow graph structures that contain cycles, multiple paths, etc. As described in
[6,8] (and demonstrated in Figure 1), modeling control-flow using these constructs in-
volves inserting and linking low-level and specialized actors alongside dataflow actors,
increasing the complexity of the original workflow and making it difficult to distinguish
dataflow (or “scientific” tasks) from control-flow (since they are “entangled”).

3 Enabling Flexible Scientific Workflows

Frames and templates decouple control-flow from dataflow by introducing new abstrac-
tions: A frame wraps a set of alternative actor implementations, and a template specifies
a subworkflow with “holes” that can be filled in at design time or runtime with actors
or additional templates. We adopt and modify the finite-state transducer framework
of [7] for specifying templates, which provides an intuitive language for encapsulat-
ing control-flow behavior within KEPLER. This approach allows workflow designers to
change control-flow behavior by selecting and applying different templates and frames.

In [6], the specification of control-flow behavior using frames and templates is per-
formed exclusively at workflow design time. For example, once a particular template
is configured, it is not modified again regardless of changing runtime conditions (al-
though the template may be specified to react to pre-specified runtime conditions). Fur-
ther, once a frame or template has been embedded, different implementations cannot
be re-selected for embedding at run time, unless this behavior is explicitly encoded
within the template. Dynamic embedding extends the approach by allowing actors and
control-flow behavior to be selected at workflow runtime. The rest of this section de-
scribes frames, templates, and dynamic embedding.

Actor Frames. Actors in KEPLER are always concrete in that they correspond to par-
ticular implementations that are directly executed in a workflow. As a simple example,
a gridftp and a sftp (secure ftp) actor are tied to two different data-transfer imple-
mentations. A frame denotes a set of alternative actor implementations (or refinements)
with similar, but not necessarily identical functionality. For workflow designers, frames
are placeholders for actors that will be instantiated and specialized at runtime. Thus, a
designer can place a frame on the design canvas, and connect it with other workflow
components, without prematurely specifying which component is to be used. For actor
developers, frames can be used as abstractions for a family of components with simi-
lar function, e.g., a DataTransfer frame can generalize the transfer of data without
specifying whether the implementation is provided by gridftp or sftp.
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Fig. 2. (a) Embedding of component C in frame F ; (b) worfklow template T (F1, F2); (c) finite
state transducer template T (F )

A frame is a named entity F that acts as a placeholder for a component to be “plugged
into” F (see Figure 2). When devising a frame F , a family of components CF is envi-
sioned, with each C ∈ CF being a possible alternative for embedding into F . As with
actors, frames have ports and structural types, which together form the frame signature
ΣF . This signature represents the common API of the family CF of components that
F abstracts. An embedding F [C] of a component C into a frame F is a set of pairs
associating (or “wiring”) ports of C with ports of F . The embedded component C may
also introduce new ports not in F ; and an embedding F [C] may not use all the ports
of C. Parameter ports of F can also be connected to input ports of C and vice versa;
however, other connection types are generally not allowed.

Workflow Templates. A frame F imposes constraints on its set of components CF

such that embeddings F [C] should be well-formed and well-typed for any C ∈ CF .
However, no assumptions can be made about the “inner workings” of C. A workflow
template T provides a similar level of abstraction for a set of workflows WT . Unlike
a frame, a template T (partially) specifies the behavior of the workflows it represents.
In addition, a template includes an “inner” workflow graph WT , where some of the
components of WT are not concrete actors, but frames (Figure 2b). Let F1, . . . , Fn be
the frames that occur in WT , either directly, or indirectly through nested templates. We
can view T as a partial workflow specification T (F1, . . . , Fn), whose frames Fi can
be independently specialized by embedded components (actors or templates) Ci. The
resulting embedding T (F1[C1], . . . , Fn[Cn]) is a concrete, executable workflow if no
Ci has a frame; otherwise the embedding is a (more refined) template. The left diagram
in Figure 3 shows an example data transfer frame embedded with a “retry” transducer
and example state implementation.

Dynamic Embedding. Because frame and template embeddings are given at design
time, they require all paths within a workflow to be completely bound and loaded prior
to execution. In dynamic embedding, frames are embedded and instantiated on demand
during workflow execution, which unlike static embedding, does not require the work-
flow system to load or manage the alternative implementations of a frame. Instead,
alternatives are dynamically selected according to rules employed by the frame itself.
Dynamic embedding is used when selection rules change often or are complex, and
when deploying large workflows with many frames and alternative implementations.

Our implementation of dynamic embedding consists of: (1) waiting for data tokens to
arrive at the frame’s input ports, (2) selecting an embedded component using a set of se-
lection criteria (given by the workflow designer), (3) transferring input tokens from the
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Fig. 3. A generic data transfer component statically embedded with a specific template and un-
derlying state frame implementation (left), and a frame after being embedded dynamically (right)

frame to the embedded component, (4) automatic construction of an internal workflow
to run the embedded component (with the appropriate director), (5) executing the con-
structed workflow, and (6) transferring output tokens from the embedded component to
the frame actor. The right of Figure 3 shows a remote job-execution frame implemented
via dynamic embedding. As the workflow executes, the frame selects the appropriate
concrete actor based on given selection criteria. Also shown in Figure 3 (bottom, right)
is one of the automatically generated internal workflows, which consists of a dataflow
director, the selected actor, the source and sink actors for controlling input and output,
and the workflow parameters.

Frames that employ dynamic embedding are implemented via higher-order actors,
which invoke actors or subworkflows given as input. These frames configure sub-
workflows according to selection criteria and use higher-order actors to control their
execution. The frames also use additional actors to mediate the flow of tokens to
the underlying frame embeddings. The select actor implements the selection policies
of the frame (given as rules based on runtime conditions and input tokens), and sup-
plies the embedding. The source actors transfer input tokens from the frame actor to
the selected actor. The sink actors transfer output tokens from the selected actor to the
frame actor. Finally, a port wiring component is used to map ports and parameters of
the selected actor to ports and parameters of the frame.

Implementation. We have developed a prototype implementation of dynamic embed-
ding within KEPLER and have applied the approach to example workflows, includ-
ing the Terascale Supernova Initiative [9]. This workflow, in particular, was developed
to automate the repetitive and complex data transfer and monitoring tasks involved in
running a supercomputer simulation from a user’s local computer. We have also devel-
oped examples of frame-based workflows for inferring phylogenetic trees that select the
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appropriate implementations of actors (e.g., for file conversion and tree inference) based
on the type of input data provided to the workflow.

4 Summary and Related Work

Frames, templates, and dynamic embedding enable workflow designers to more eas-
ily specify control-flow tasks needed for fault-tolerant, reusable, and adaptive scientific
workflows, while still supporting dataflow as the primary model of computation. Most
scientific workflow systems are based on dataflow, as opposed to business workflow
systems [10] and associated approaches (e.g., workflow patterns [11] and web-service
composition [12,13]) that use control-based models such as Petri nets. A significant
challenge in both fields is to seamlessly integrate control-flow and dataflow within a sin-
gle model. Frames and templates are inspired by hierarchical finite state machines [14]
and the nesting of heterogeneous computation models [15]. Our approach also extends
adaptive workflow modeling [16] by supporting complex data and control structures.
In future work, we will further explore dynamic embedding for designing and analyz-
ing workflows, e.g., to automatically compose specifications of dynamically-embedded
components and discover suitable actors for use within frames and templates.
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